Langue

Composante
Institut d’Administration des Entreprises (IAE)

Volume horaire
20h

En bref

# Langue(s) d’enseignement: Anglais
# Méthode d’enseignement: En présence
# Organisation de l’enseignement: Formation initiale
# Ouvert aux étudiants en échange: Oui

Présentation

Description

English adapted to the group(s) in order to reinforce and improve the depth and scope of their English communication covering all four disciplines (Oral Comprehension, Oral Expression, Written Comprehension, Written Expression) with particular focus on Oral skills.

The student should be able to not only survive but thrive in an English speaking atmosphere, whether that is at work or socially.

Autonomous work suggested alongside as required.

Heures d’enseignement

Langue - A-SISTD
Situation de simulation (en face-à-face pédagogique) - TD
20h

Programme détaillé

We aim to improve the all-round confidence (and competence) of our students in English. The Students will need to not only communicate individually and in teams but also develop the skill of leading and encouraging English sessions/discussions as well as presenting and arguing in English. An important emphasis is given to Social English and the understanding of the language as a cultural tool and aide with the subtle power that brings to a situation. Language is understanding but language is also power.

Compétences visées

To understand and be understood.

To argue and present.

To discuss, to encourage and to lead.

To be aware of one’s own language limits and to have a plan for continued maintenance and improvement of that standard.
Infos pratiques

Lieu(x)

# Angoulême

En savoir plus

# https://iae.univ-poitiers.fr/